Chapter 4

ENOCH THE PROPHET
Startling New Scriptures Remap
the Spiritual Universe

The words of the blessing of Enoch, wherewith he blessed
the elect and righteous, who will be living in the Day of Tribulation, when all the wicked and godless are to be removed.
And he took up his parable and said—Enoch a righteous man,
whose eyes were opened by God, saw the vision of the Holy
One in the heavens, which the angels showed me, and from
them I heard everything, and from them I understood as I saw,
but not for this generation, but for a remote one which is for
to come.
1 ENOCH 1:1-3

hundred years, the Ethiopian church has
included in its Old Testament canon the book of the prophet
Enoch, which dates from the heart of the Crucible era. Little in
that text offends readers' sensibilities, as so much of it fits perfectly
into the Christian tradition, not least the searing vision of Judgment
Day with which the work opens. The book depicts mighty archangels and angels, such old friends of ours as Gabriel and Michael,
alongside their diabolical counterparts. Enoch ranges through glorious heavens and burning hells. That is, we may think, precisely
what might be expected of ancient religious writings, whether from
Judaism, Christianity, or Islam. Surely, Enoch is no more than standard religious fare.1
FOR SOME SEVENTEEN
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In fact, this book (now properly described as i Enoch) was anything but conventional or familiar in its time, the late third and early
second centuries BCE, and it represented a breathtaking departure
from the Old Testament worldview. With its focus on eschatology
and heavenly visions, its angels and devils, the book powerfully prefigures so many later texts, including the New Testament itself, as
well as a broad sweep of apocryphal writings. Beyond foreshadowing them, i Enoch actually shapes many of those later works, and
without the Enochic writings, early Christianity would have been
unthinkable. More striking than any single statement in the Enochic
corpus is the lack of suggestion that this was anything terribly new
or surprising in its time.
Such texts did not spring into existence from a vacuum. However
brilliant these works' insights, their ideas would never have achieved
the impact they did unless there was already an audience willing to
hear them. As I have remarked, the Jewish world in these years was
passing through a cultural revolution, marked by an influx of troubling new influences and new questions from the transcontinental
Hellenistic realm. Meanwhile, thinkers had an unprecedented range
of opportunities to present and develop their responses to these
pressing challenges, at centers both within Palestine and beyond.
Although i Enoch is by far the most significant monument to the
new world of spiritual inquiry, this transformation was also reflected
in several works that were more or less closely related to it. These
included the now lost book of Noah that is partly preserved in the
Enochic text, as well as the book of the Giants, the book of Jubilees, and more conventional biblical books like Tobit and Sirach.
Although they varied greatly in their interests and emphases, these
books drew on a common treasury of images and beliefs and shared
a similar cast of supernatural characters. Each in its way was concerned with the quest for authentic wisdom, and they all indicated
tempting new avenues of spiritual inquiry.
Taken together, this literature reveals the multiple debates and
tensions that were growing within the Jewish world, as we witness
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the revolution in progress. It is in these texts that we most clearly find
the key issues and ideas that would divide Jewish factions and parties
up to the fall of the Second Temple in 7o CE and drive the vicious
struggles among Pharisees, Sadducees, and Essenes. Beyond that,
the texts supplied the materials for interminable debates between
Jews and Christians. These remarkable scriptures proclaimed the
agendas for religious controversy for centuries to come.'
ENOCH'S SCRIPTURES HAVE passed through phases of extreme
popularity and near-total oblivion. Once hugely influential, I Enoch
was forgotten for centuries until its rediscovery in modern times. As
they rediscovered the work, scholars have become ever more conscious of its significance.
Enoch himself is mentioned briefly, cryptically, in Genesis,
where his main achievement is disappearing to be with God, seemingly without dying. As the text tells us, "Enoch walked with God
and then he was gone, for God took him," potentially giving him a
role as an intermediary between human and divine worlds (5:22-29).
As the word for God is ha-elohim, that vestige of a plural concept
of deity, later writers were encouraged to place him in the company
of angels and semidivine beings. Moreover, Enoch's age of 365
years opened the way to astronomical and astrological speculations.
Already in the third century BCE, Enoch was regarded as an exemplar
of wisdom and science; in the second, he was cited as the discoverer
of astrology. A great many books were credited to him, several of
which have come to light only in our own time.'
In the early Christian church, Enoch was a highly regarded
prophet, and the New Testament Epistle of Jude cites I Enoch as
scripture. Over time, though, both Christians and Jews rejected the
work, which largely vanished from the West. Still, it remained fully
canonical in Ethiopia, and in 1773 a Scottish traveler brought the
Ethiopian text back to Europe. When it was translated, scholars recognized the book's influence on early Christianity. Later archaeologists recovered other portions of the work from Egypt.'
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A new breakthrough occurred in the 197os, when scholars studied Aramaic fragments of i Enoch found among the Dead Sea
Scrolls. Paleography—handwriting evidence—showed that parts of
the surviving text dated back to perhaps zoo BCE, suggesting that
portions of Enoch were much older than had been assumed. Some,
it now appeared, predated the great outpouring of apocryphal and
apocalyptic literature in the second and first centuries BCE and were
in fact a major influence on it. Over the past forty years, Enoch
Studies has come to occupy a central role in scholarship on Second
Temple Judaism, Christian origins, and apocalyptic and messianic
thought as well as rabbinic history and Islamic origins. Scholars now
speak of Enochic Judaism, and today the term "Enochic" is commonplace in the academic literature of all these fields.'
THE BOOK OF i Enoch is a substantial work, running to some thirtyeight thousand words in English translation (for comparison, the
gospel of Matthew is about twenty-three thousand). It is anything
but a tightly connected narrative. In fact, it is not so much a selfcontained book as an anthology or compendium of writings that
were authored at various times and places and originally circulated
separately. Those sections are usually identified as follows:
The Book of the Watchers—chapters 1-36: the fall of the
angels and their seduction of humanity, the Flood, and predictions of the messianic age; Enoch's vision of the world and of
the underworld where the fallen angels are consigned
The Parables (or Similitudes) of Enoch chapters 37-71:
visions of the blessed and of judgment; the Messiah and the Son
of Man
The Astronomical Book chapters 72-82: visions of the cosmos; astronomy and astrology—the sun, the moon, and the wind
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The Book of Dream Visions chapters 83-90: a history of
the world up to the coming of the Messiah, told in the form of
prophetic predictions granted to Enoch
The Epistle of Enoch chapters 91-1438: more prophecies
and exhortations; the fate of the righteous and sinners in the
End Times
These divisions have an arbitrary quality, and it is not difficult to
find in one section discussions of a topic that is described at greater
length in another portion. Also, other now freestanding works like
the book of the Giants historically had some kind of relationship
to this literature, but for whatever reasons of conviction or convenience, they were not included in the final compendium. For present purposes, let us accept this five-part division, which gives us
"Enoch's Pentateuch."'
It would be invaluable if we could say for certain that i Enoch
was written and collected at a particular moment in history, in one
decade or even one century. There is no such consensus on this
point, however. After long controversy, scholars now place different segments at the very early end of the range of proposed dates,
largely the period before I 5o BCE.
Dating works that use symbolic names or figures to comment
on present-day events is difficult and subjective. Sometimes the references are fairly explicit, but often they are not, and scholars vary
widely as to which particular king or priest might be the subject of
an apocalyptic or pseudoprophetic text. One much-discussed section of i Enoch is the Animal Apocalypse in chapters 83-90, which
uses ornate visions of the struggles of various animals and birds in
order to tell a symbolic story of real events. In theory, it should be
possible to decode any and all of the veiled references to specific
conflicts of Ptolemaic and Seleucid rulers and their Jewish allies, but
none of the explanations offered so far is wholly satisfying.'
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With those caveats, some portions of the work can be dated
with fair confidence. One valuable piece of evidence is the library
of Qumran, the Dead Sea Scrolls, which mainly date from between
ZOO BCE and 7o CE. The Qumran community held the Enochic writings in high regard. Fragments of four of the book's five sections
were found among the Scrolls, and these portions belonged to no
fewer than eleven separate manuscripts, not counting materials
from the book of the Giants. That means that most of i Enoch
was certainly written before the first century CE and likely in or
before the second century BCE. Its original tongue was Aramaic
or possibly Hebrew. The oldest work in the collection is the Book
of the Watchers, which took its current form by the end of the
third century BCE. Not much later is the Astronomical Book, which
should be dated before zoo.8
The exception is the lengthy Parables, and in this instance, the
issue of dating has a significance that goes far beyond technical
scholarly debates. In fact, finding an exact date raises significant
questions about Christian origins. Reading the Parables, we find so
much that sounds akin to early Christianity, with substantial passages
about Hell, the Messiah, and even the resurrection of the dead. But
the fact that the section was not found at Qumran has led some
scholars to date it very late, perhaps from the start of the Common Era. If in fact the Parables were written so late, then the work
reflected the common currencies of only that era, with potential
borrowings from early Jewish Christianity. But if it is significantly
older, then potentially explosive conclusions can be drawn about
the work's influence on that same early Christianity. Over the past
forty years, opinions about dating the Parables have fluctuated, but
recent scholars have tended to agree on an early date. This decision
has been made through interpreting what seem to be contemporary
allusions to political events, as well as the total absence of any material specifically referencing Jesus or early Christianity. The modern
consensus overwhelmingly assigns the Parables to the earlier era, the
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second or first centuries BCE. If that is correct, it revolutionizes our
understanding of the origins of the various trends of the Crucible
years and of Christianity itself.'
The book of i Enoch, then, is the oldest monument to the new
concepts of the spiritual universe. It drew a new road map of the
heavens, and it largely did so between about 25o and '00 BCE.
WHY WOULD SUCH innovative writings appear at this particular
time? We can at least offer plausible speculation. The whole oeuvre fits very well into the pattern of cultural and theological change
that I outlined in the first chapter. We might imagine one or more
farsighted Jewish thinkers working in the late third century, perhaps
in the time of Joseph the Tobiad. They observed the evils and injustices of the world, which were acute in this era, but they did not
know how these issues might be reconciled with their understanding of divine justice and goodness. Living in an age of intense cultural encounters and rapid social change, they knew that the greatest
power and wealth belonged to regimes that were not just pagan but
brutal and exploitative. After a full century, moreover, Greek power
was no passing phenomenon. What did that say about the Hebrew
God? Must Jews too resort to the solutions of their Greek neighbors and rulers? Should they erect statues of Tyche (Fortune) and
ascribe all unexplained boons and curses to this capricious goddess?
Were the Greeks alone able to interpret the heavens and their influence on human actions?
But the Jewish tradition had its own resources to answer such
questions. In an age when Babylonian and Egyptian scholars were
advancing their respective claims to be the oldest civilization, Jewish
writers could cite their own records of the pre-Flood world and its
sages and patriarchs. They also had their own fast-evolving theories
to account for natural and human evil in a world ruled by one absolute God. As we have seen, these issues were touched on in several
post-Exilic works, although the ideas introduced there were not fully
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developed or integrated into a larger whole. The transition to monotheism involved a proliferation of intermediary subdivine beings
and also raised the prospect of a Day of Judgment that would condemn an evil world. Angelic revelations appeared in First Zechariah, while Joel imagined something like the Day of Judgment. Job,
meanwhile, addressed concerns about God's ultimate justice. Those
themes and concerns together—theodicy, eschatology, and a belief
in angelic beings—already constitute many of the key elements of
the Enochic writings, at least in embryo. Other trends of the previous two centuries supplied the means by which such ideas could
be explored and published, namely, through writing pseudoancient
texts containing truths theoretically revealed by angels. Like many
societies facing extreme stress, these writers constructed a mythology to account for their situation and to offer hope for survival and
ultimate victory.
I will discuss the angelic dimensions in a later chapter, but here
let me stress some of the book's other innovations, namely, in eschatology, the understanding of the End Times.
THE BOOK OF i Enoch is centrally concerned with judgment and
the Last Day and opens with a scene from the Day of Tribulation.
The first chapter continues with a description of the earth being rent
asunder, the mountains shaking, and a universal judgment of good
and evil. God would intervene to save the righteous: "And behold!
He cometh with ten thousands of His holy ones to execute judgment upon all, and to destroy all the ungodly.'"°
Apart from speaking generally of judgment, i Enoch pioneers
new visions of apocalyptic. In the Epistle, Enoch warns Methuselah and his family of events in the far future. In successive ages
("weeks"), he says, the world would become ever more sinful and
violent, as pagan nations exalted themselves. But that would only
serve as a prelude to a divine intervention that would sweep away
the evil world:
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And all the idols of the heathen shall be abandoned,
And the temples burned with fire,
And they shall remove them from the whole earth,
And they [that is, the heathen] shall be cast into the judgment of fire,
And shall perish in wrath and in grievous judgment for ever."
Although there are echoes of earlier works like First Zechariah,
this section is in fact the first surviving apocalypse in Jewish literature. The words feel so familiar because they have supplied the
matrix for a whole genre that would produce countless examples
over the coming centuries. Like so many later writers, Enoch promised a time when "all the works of the godless shall vanish from all
the earth, and the world shall be written down for destruction. . . .
There shall be the great eternal judgment, in which He will execute
vengeance amongst the angels. And the first heaven shall depart and
pass away, and a new heaven shall appear."' The New Testament
book of Revelation famously offers the vision of "a new heaven and
a new earth."
Judgment has eternal consequences, and portraits of the afterlife are another core theme of i Enoch. Hellfire, in fact, was now
invented. The Book of the Watchers envisions a fiery place of ultimate torment to which evil angels are consigned for transgressing the divine will. Enoch sees "a great fire there which burnt and
blazed, and the place was cleft as far as the abyss, being full of great
descending columns of fire: neither its extent or magnitude could
I see, nor could I conjecture." The archangel Uriel explains, "This
place is the prison of the angels, and here they will be imprisoned
for ever.""
But this fiery place, this first draft of Hell, is by no means intended
for angels alone, as human sinners are likewise confined and tormented until the Day of Judgment. This dreadful place was "made
for sinners when they die and are buried in the earth and judgment
has not been executed on them in their lifetime. Here their spirits
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shall be set apart in this great pain till the great day of judgment and
punishment and torment of those who curse for ever, and retribution for their spirits. There He shall bind them for ever. . . . Such has
been made for the spirits of men who were not righteous but sinners,
who were complete in transgression, and of the transgressors.' 14
Adding to the foretastes of Christian medieval art, it is the angels
who lead the damned to their fate. Hellish visions became more
common, and more detailed, in the (later) Parables. These sections
tell how "the kings and the mighty" are cast into the deep valley of
burning fire. Not only would the hosts of Azazel be cast into the
furnace, but we are told the individual names of the angels who
would undertake the task, namely, Michael, Gabriel, Raphael, and
Phanuel.15
Beyond its vision of the afterlife, i Enoch offers the virtuous the
promise of resurrection in terms of the restoration or revival of
individuals. It is in these sections particularly that we find so many
foretastes of later religious creeds. In words that perfectly foreshadow later Christian ideas, the Parables prophesy that "in those
days shall the earth also give back that which has been entrusted to
it, and Sheol also shall give back that which it has received, and Hell
shall give back that which it owes." The same passage continues to
link these events to the arising of a messianic "Elect One," who shall
"choose the righteous and holy from among them, for the day has
drawn nigh that they should be saved."'
ENOCH'S BOOK TELLS both of the end of the world and of its
beginnings. Beyond portraying the End Times, some of the work's
best-known sections describe the creation of the world and its sinful
condition. Tracing the roots of that particular story helps us understand the book's origins and how Enochian themes spread through
multiple related works. Those works-1 Enoch, Noah, Giants, and
Jubilees—were anything but uniform in their approach, and opinions expressed in one might flatly contradict others. In their general
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approaches, though, and in their shared mythological framework,
they offer a detailed picture of the new spiritual universe that was
emerging in the century or so after z 5o BCE. The appearance of multiple writings shows that an audience existed for such themes as the
origin of evil, the nature and power of the heavenly host, the role of
demonic forces in creating human civilization, and the continuing
power of those forces in the material world. The world was a battleground of competing spiritual forces, good and evil, which were
personified and named.
The core story involves the account of the Watchers in chapters
which hugely expands upon a strange passage in the sixth chapter of the biblical book of Genesis. (That text comes just a few verses
after the description of Enoch.) According to Genesis, "The sons
of God saw the daughters of men that they were fair; and they took
them wives of all which they chose." The phrase bene elohim is here
translated as "sons of God," but it might originally have been "sons
of the gods." Breeding with human women, these supernatural beings
begot giant offspring called the Nephilim, whom Genesis depicts as
ancient heroes of the bygone past. Enoch's account is much more
extensive and more sinister in its implications. According to Enoch,
the evil angels give humanity all forms of knowledge, science and
wisdom, the skills of earthly life, as well as astrology and magic:
And Azazel taught men to make swords, and knives, and shields,
and breastplates, and made known to them the metals [of the
earth] and the art of working them, and bracelets, and ornaments, and the use of antimony, and the beautifying of the eyelids, and all kinds of costly stones, and all coloring tinctures. . . .
Semjaza taught enchantments, and root-cuttings, Armaros the
resolving of enchantments, Baraquijal taught astrology, Kokabel
the constellations, Ezeqeel the knowledge of the clouds, Araqiel
the signs of the earth, Shamsiel the signs of the sun, and Sariel
the course of the moon.
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We hear of the potent demons Azazel and Shemihaza, while four
good archangels intervene with God to protest that evil has come
into the world. God responds with a worldwide Flood to destroy the
Nephilim, and the evil angels are imprisoned and punished.'
If the Book of the Watchers cannot be later than 200 BCE, then
any source materials it uses must be earlier. That includes the now
lost book of Noah, which is the source of all the material relating to the Watchers and the spread of evil on earth as well as the
subsequent Flood. That motif appealed to the Enochic writers or
editors because the Flood was an ideal prototype or foretaste for the
coming Judgment, which was so central to their vision. The book of
Noah told the story of the generations beginning with Enoch and
following through his descendants Methuselah, Lamech, and Noah,
making Noah the great-grandson of Enoch himself. That Noah
book, that "pre-Enoch," appeared in the mid- or late third century.18
Another text from the same era was the book of the Giants,
which circulated widely in various versions through the Middle Ages
but does not survive in complete form. The fact that Aramaic fragments were found at Qumran proves that this was an ancient and
once popular work. The book of the Giants should, logically, have
been integrated into the anthology of i Enoch. It looks like a lost
sixth book of that (now) five-book collection.
The book of the Giants tells the standard Enochian story of
the descent of the angels and the birth of the giants, but elaborates
further and provides new details. In the version found at Qumran,
the giants have dream visions of the coming Flood, and much of the
work concerns dreams and their interpretation. The action involves
writing tablets that are lost and recovered, including works by Enoch
himself. Surely, the work must originally have concluded with the
Flood and a titanic battle between the giants' leader and the archangel Raphael. It was an apocryphal enhancement of an already apocryphal work."
The book of the Giants illustrates one powerful theme from this
era, namely, the enormous expansion of existing lore through popular
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storytelling, scholarly exegesis, and imaginative speculation. Not only
were writers developing stories, but they were doing so in florid form,
creating whole new mythologies packed with abundant names and
titles. This point emerges strongly in the Dead Sea Scrolls, where
a single line or name might point to whole cycles of tales that are
lost forever. Some authors were inventing the names of demons and
giants afresh, while others were taking those names and adding their
own contributions to the expanding mythos. They even appropriated
names from other mythologies: the book of the Giants includes the
name of the Akkadian epic hero Gilgamesh. Once that process of
invention and appropriation began, it rapidly spread and expanded.20 •
ELEMENTS OF THE Enochic origin stories influenced another longlost work to which we will often return in these pages. This is the
book of Jubilees, also known as Little Genesis or the book of Divisions, which purports to reveal the message delivered to Moses by
the Angel of the Presence. The text takes its name from the "Jubilee"
units of forty-nine years into which the story is divided. Much like
the Enochic writings, the book of Jubilees was once very influential
for Jews and early Christians. Over time, Jews suppressed it within
their own writings, and Christians largely lost contact with it, except
in Ethiopia (the story of loss and rediscovery is itself reminiscent of
Enoch). Its full significance only came to light with the discovery
of multiple copies among the Dead Sea Scrolls, indicating its profound importance for the Qumran sect. Among other things, these
ancient manuscripts demonstrated just how faithfully the Ethiopian
church had translated and preserved the Hebrew originals, which is
encouraging for what it suggests about the accuracy of their translation of the original i Enoch.21
Jubilees is an extended commentary, or midrash, on the book of
Genesis and the opening of Exodus, and, as commonly occurs when
later writers develop a canonical story, they added a lot of frills and
ornamentation. Although only a small part of the story concerns
Enochic themes, the text draws on the Book of the Watchers and
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the Epistle, and it has much in common with the Book of Dream
Visions. It also quotes extensively from the book of Noah. Jubilees
lauds Enoch as a critical character in the divine plan and a vital transmitter of divine wisdom, especially through the medium of writing.
He was
the first among men that are born on earth who learnt writing
and knowledge and wisdom and who wrote down the signs of
heaven according to the order of their months in a book, that
men might know the seasons of the years according to the order
of their separate months. . . . And what was, and what will be,
he saw in a vision of his sleep, as it will happen to the children
of men throughout their generations until the day of judgment;
he saw and understood everything, and wrote his testimony, and
placed the testimony on earth for all the children of men and for
their generations.22
As to its date of composition, the work's concern with circumcision and Sabbath observance indicates a relationship with the Maccabean era of the i 6os BCE. Jubilees thus offers more evidence of
the continuing interest in Enochian matters throughout the second
century.
THE ARRAY OF interests and obsessions we find in the Enochian
texts would often resurface in Jewish literature over the coming centuries. In the third-century context, though, these ideas were surprising, even shocking. Were these fantastic speculations really so
popular in a world we otherwise know mainly through the mundane factional feuds of the Tobiad and Oniad clans? If so, we are
missing a very large portion of the cultural life of that infuriatingly
opaque period. If only the visiting Ptolemaic bureaucrat Zenon had
taken the time to chat with his hosts about their religious ideas in
the 2.5os. How shocked he might have been at the new ideas coming
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into existence, and how much stronger would be our sense of Jewish
religious history at this pivotal moment.
Perhaps something can be deduced about the assumptions of
that age. Although they are in no sense Enochic writings, two other
writings from the very start of the second century BCE—Tobit and
Sirach—tell us something about the interests of at least a part of the
reading public in this age.
The first of those works tells the story of the noble and pious
Tobit, supposedly in the eighth century BCE, and his heroic son
Tobias. Based on both the names and the period, scholars have
suggested that the work was composed under the patronage of the
Tobiads, either Joseph or Hyrcanus, to honor men they claimed as
ancestors. The book of Tobit is a romance that tells of two individuals under deadly threat. Tobit has been blinded, and Sarah, who lives
in a distant land, is accursed by a demon, Asmodeus. Every time
Sarah marries, the demon murders the bridegroom on the wedding
night, with seven fatalities to date. This naturally concerns Tobias, as
he journeys to become her next betrothed. He is, however, escorted
by an angel disguised in human form, namely, the archangel Raphael,
who defeats Asmodeus by means of a noxious fishy potion. Tobias
and Sarah live happily ever after.23
Tobit is a wonderful story, not to mention funny, but historically it shows concerns highly reminiscent of those of Noah and
the Watchers: the demonic threat on earth, and the role of guardian angels, strong and memorable characters who are given personal
identifying names. Also recalling the Watchers, the demon Asmodeus is sexually interested in the human woman, Sarah. Another
theme running through Tobit is that of wisdom, the importance of
finding sound counsel by which to order one's life, and wisdom is
likewise a primary concern of the Enochic writings. Readers who
appreciated that story would have welcomed Noah and Enoch after
it. Tobit was popular reading at the angel- and demon-obsessed setdement of Qumran.24
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Also from these years is Sirach, which is above all a wisdom text
and is in fact the most comprehensive example of its kind. The
author, Ben Sira, writes at length about good conduct, sobriety,
and sexual behavior. But he also praises God's work by means of
a catalog of the heavenly bodies and their functions, sharing some
of Enoch's characteristic interests. In one passage, Ben Sira warns
readers against seeking to understanding matters beyond their grasp
or indeed beyond all human understanding (3:21-24). Such wild
speculations had often led men astray in the past and would do so
again. Although there is no specific Enochic reference, such warnings would apply neatly to the vertiginous cosmic themes of that
work. Perhaps Ben Sira was warning his pupils against the dangers
of being carried away by the ideas that were in circulation in these
years.25
OVER AND ABOVE any specific teaching, 1 Enoch carries broader
lessons about the religious world of its time, with its emphasis on
learning spiritual truths through writing and literary speculation. The
Enochic writings are dominated throughout by visions of sacred
books and heavenly writings, a vital new theme from this era that
would so permeate the thought of the Abrahamic religions.
In this vision, truth came from scripture rather than direct charismatic or prophetic inspiration. Prophets are prophets only insofar
as they faithfully transmit that wisdom inscribed above. To modern eyes, Enoch himself acts like a prophet, but the text actually
calls him a "scribe of righteousness" or a "scribe of truth," and
that exalted rank gave him special status in conveying divine truths.
(Later Jewish tradition recalled him as the Great Scribe, Safra Rabba.)
Throughout the Enochic writings, truths are passed on through
writing, through books and tablets that might be heavenly as well as
earthly. At the conclusion of the Astronomical Book, Uriel instructs
the sage, "'Observe, Enoch, these heavenly tablets, and read what is
written thereon, and mark every individual fact.' And I observed the
heavenly tablets, and read everything which was written [thereon]
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and understood everything, and read the book of all the deeds of
mankind, and of all the children of flesh that shall be upon the earth
to the remotest generations."26
Enoch is so pivotal a figure because he transmits the true wisdom,
which is in written form. He does so by taking truths from what is
written on heavenly tablets, as disclosed to him by angelic intermediaries, and presenting those truths to humanity in the form of his
own writings (92:3). He scrupulously transmits this information to
his grandson Methuselah, writing down everything so that it might
be carefully preserved: "So preserve, my son [sic] Methuselah, the
books from thy father's hand, and [see] that thou deliver them to the
generations of the world." Elsewhere, Enoch speaks 'according to
that which appeared to me in the heavenly vision, and which I have
known through the word of the holy angels, and have learnt from
the heavenly tablets.' And Enoch began to recount from the books."
That message of "Read and ye shall find" is what his disciples are
meant to obey in later generations. Books and writings are a fundamental component of wisdom, which is here so often extolled.27
Jubilees, likewise, often mentions the discovery of mysterious writings and the truths they contain. In one example of many,
Noah's grandson Kainam "found a writing which former [generations] had carved on the rock, and he read what was thereon, and he
transcribed it and sinned owing to it; for it contained the teaching
of the Watchers in accordance with which they used to observe the
omens of the sun and moon and stars in all the signs of heaven."
The ordinances to be followed by Israel, such as the round of feasts
and holy days, are not merely written down in earthly scriptures,
but "engraved and ordained on the heavenly tablets." Those tablets
reflect a primitive and eternal reality that predates Moses's Covenant
at Sinai and therefore takes precedence over it. As with any secular
court or palace, decisions are meaningless until and unless they are
inscribed in the official record and duly proclaimed.28
This vision of heavenly writings points to a common and vital
theme in Second Temple thought, namely, the projection of earthly
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realities into a cosmic dimension. In a relativistic age when so many
forms of authority were in flux, thinkers sought to establish absolute certainty by referring to such ideal heavenly originals. The Jerusalem Temple, for example, was a copy and image of God's Temple
in heaven; the wisdom that human beings sought on earth was a
shadow of the true supernatural Wisdom. Earthly writings thus
had to reflect and restate heavenly writings. That idea would have a
long afterlife in rabbinic Judaism, in the belief that the Torah known
throughout Jewish history reflected a reality inscribed in Heaven, a
Torah that existed before Creation. Jewish scholars long debated that
concept. While some great thinkers rejected it—such as Maimonides in the twelfth century CE—the idea often reemerged in religious
discourse. Meanwhile, the resort to heavenly texts also provided a
solution to such lively political questions as the identity of true Jews
and what was authentic faith and practice. Regardless of how contested the worldly debates over these questions were, participants
knew that heavenly books preserved the names of the true faithful,
the saints and the saved, which would be revealed on the last day.
Yet alongside such affirmations of the supremacy of the written
word, a sketch of one of the evil angels offers a curious subversion
of that whole trend. A section in the Parables tells us of Penemue,
who "taught the children of men the bitter and the sweet, and he
taught them all the secrets of their wisdom. And he instructed mankind in writing with ink and paper, and thereby many sinned from
eternity to eternity and until this day. For men were not created for
such a purpose, to give confirmation to their good faith with pen
and ink" (69:8—I 1). That is anything but a ringing endorsement of
writing or of the veneration of scriptures as such. What such a passage does convey is the fact that the use of writing in religion was
under serious debate at this time, in a way it had never been in the
era of the Old Testament proper. Such a passage only makes sense
if some people were treating written materials as an authoritative
source of spiritual truth, while others were advocating more traditional means, including charismatic experience.
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a product of the cultural crisis of the third century—or, in the context of the time, a crisis of competing versions
of wisdom. Multiple forms of wisdom were available, and it was
crucially important to select the one that was truthful and godly:
these were matters of eternal life and death. The theme of true
and false knowledge runs throughout I Enoch, especially the Book
of the Watchers. The angels granted humanity the many skills on
which civilization was founded, but such treasures came at an enormous price. That story recalls the myth of the Garden of Eden,
where humanity acquired the knowledge of good and evil, without
which humans could not live in the everyday world, and as in Eden
women play a critical part in the transition. Azazel is responsible
not just for the technologies of war but also for the jewelry and
cosmetics that give women their seductive powers. Worldly wisdom
could be lethal or demonic. (For debates about Wisdom in this era,
see Chapter 9 below.)
Great opportunities existed in a globalized age alongside powerful temptations. New forms of science, learning, and cosmic knowledge were pouring into the Jewish world, but all were associated with
foreign cultures and traditions. Those new imports included the
very idea of philosophy, the "love of wisdom." While the Enochic
texts reflected developments within Judaism, they also mirrored
the cosmopolitan world of the time, suggesting the vast repertoire
of images and ideas that were available in these years. So abundant
are these influences that it is rarely easy to tell whether the Enochic
writers were drawing on sources that were Greek, Babylonian, or
Egyptian.
The Enochic writings must first be read in their Hellenistic context. If in fact Noah dates from the late third century and parts of
Enoch not long afterward, then both belong to the Ptolemaic
period. But classifying them as "Ptolemaic" also reminds us of the
enduring Hellenistic (and indeed Egyptian) context and leads us to
seek Enochian origins outside the familiar limits of Jewish thought,
beyond Jerusalem and its Temple. Nothing in Noah (or Enoch)
I ENOCH WAS
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necessarily implies that it was written in response to any particular
conflict or event. None of the demonic figures, such as Azazel and
Shemihaza, need be read as a coded reference to any particular king
or individual, any single Ptolemy or Antiochus or Seleucus. Still, we
might legitimately understand the emphasis on the forces of evil as
indicating real tensions at the time of writing.
Such conflicts help us understand the otherwise baffling Astronomical Book. At first glance, these chapters are utterly lacking in
the scientific sophistication or observational precision that might be
expected from the age of Hipparchus or his Babylonian counterparts. As astronomy or science, the Astronomical Book fails totally.
Seen in the context of the time, though, it contributes to one of the
bitterest intellectual controversies of the day, as different scientific
establishments competed to determine the exact length of the year
and the relative virtues of the solar and lunar calendars. Should the
year be counted as 36o days, 364, or 365 ? Babylonians and Greeks
had their views on the matter, while the Egyptians staked out an
advanced position in the Canopus Decree of 238 BCE, with a year
calculated quite accurately to 3651/4 days. And even if that issue was
resolved, how should these years be counted? In modern times, we
appreciate the sensitivity of dating events by the Christian calendar,
with terms such as "BC" and "AD." In the ancient world, calendrical issues were intimately linked to political claims, as the Seleucid dynasty had successfully persuaded much of the known world
to count years by its own distinctive dynastic chronology, the Year
of the Greeks. Instead of a space race, the Near East was locked
in a Time Race, in which scientific achievements redounded to the
glory of far-flung empires. In this ongoing contest, the Astronomical Book was the Jewish entrant. However symbolic or imperfect
the science, the Enochian writings declared that these questions
could be resolved only through the power and wisdom of the one
true God, as revealed definitively through his messengers Enoch
72f1). It is the godly angel Uriel ("God's Light") who gives Enoch
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the cosmological secrets that make up such a large portion of the
Astronomical Book.29
Those competing Egyptian and Babylonian views remind us how
far the Hellenistic cultural world was from being entirely Greek and
how many multiple streams flowed through it. That transnational
quality is also suggested by the central Enochic emphasis on ideas
of judgment and the afterlife, which were so new to Jewish thought,
and details such as the opening of heavenly books. The Persians
were obvious candidates as a source for such ideas, and we know that
Greek interest in the afterlife was surging in these years, as indicated
by the widespread flourishing of mystery cults. The most significant
protagonists, though, were the Egyptians. The Jewish people had
been in close contact with Egyptian culture for centuries, and such
interactions were all the easier under Ptolemaic rule. A vast number
of surviving Egyptian writings indicate intense interest in personal
immortality, in the fate of individuals after death, and in the stages
of testing and judgment through which they would pass. Those texts
depict gods sitting on thrones to pass judgment upon the soul that
came before them, and they describe the concept of measuring sins
and virtues in a balance. Postmortem trial scenes commonly use the
idea of a judge or scribe opening the heavenly books in which these
matters are recorded. That motif contributed to the idea of heavenly books or tablets that was already, separately, becoming so commonplace in Jewish spiritual writing. The prophet Daniel describes
the heavenly court of the Ancient of Days, at the moment when
"the books were opened." Later, an angel reveals "what is written
in the Book of Truth" (10:21). In the Christian book of Revelation,
God opens the Book of Life in order to judge everyone who has
ever lived in order to assign their eternal rewards and punishments.3°
ENOCH'S WORLD OWED even more to Mesopotamia, especially the
ancient city of Babylon. Although Jewish links here were already
strong, they were refreshed and invigorated when the Seleucid
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Empire opened cultural channels between Mesopotamia and the
Mediterranean world, including Palestine. Gaining access to such
Babylonian wisdom meant tapping into ideas that were already
ancient before the time of Enoch's book, indeed dating back to the
earliest manifestations of human civilization. We have no idea where
the various sections of z Enoch were written or collected, but the
work was not necessarily done in Palestine, and a Mesopotamian
location is quite conceivable.
Mesopotamia had a turbulent history marked by frequent invasions and dynastic changes, but successive civilizations retained
scholarly and historical traditions dating back to the ancient Sumerian world of the third millennium. Among these were lists of kings,
including those who had supposedly lived even before the ancient
Flood, which was so central a part of Mesopotamian thought. (The
biblical story of Noah finds its prototype in the Babylonian legend of Utnapishtim, who likewise survived a global inundation.)
Whether those kings had any actual historical substance is not relevant here, but one notable ruler was Enmeduranki (or Enmenduranna), who has long been recognized as a model or prototype for
Enoch. Enmeduranki was associated with divination and traveled to
the heavens to read the mystic tablets of the gods. Like the Enoch
recorded in Genesis, he thus walked with God, or the gods. The
seventh and tenth names on this king list correspond to Enoch and
Noah, who were, respectively, the seventh and tenth generations of
the human race. That Mesopotamian link also accords well with the
Enochic focus on astronomy and astrology. Enmeduranki was king
of Sippar, a city dedicated to the sun, which supplies a context for
Enoch's use of the solar calendar. Like Hipparchus himself, z Enoch
teaches not just astronomy but specifically Babylonian astronomy.31
Even the genre of apocalyptic looked back to Mesopotamian
precedent. The whole notion of a spiritual figure being carried to
the heavens and receiving revelations is characteristically Mesopotamian. Older cultures in that region had written extensively about
dream visions and also used retroactive prophecy as a framework
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for presenting history and interpreting current events. "Predicting the past" was not a Jewish innovation. Jewish apocalyptic pronouncements are "mantic" in form, using a format derived from
the well-known Mesopotamian world of diviners, seers, and dream
interpreters.32
Other Eastern cultures offer parallels to the Watchers, the fallen
angels. Sumerian mythology had taught the existence of a group of
deities called the Annunaki, and that idea carried on through subsequent civilizations in the area. These were the old gods, associated with the powers of the earth, fertility, and the underworld, and
they were reckoned as inferior to the great gods, the Igigi. Many
mythological tales feature the Annunaki, who often foreshadow
Enochic portraits of fallen angels. In the tale of Gilgamesh, they are
the judges of Hell. Another creation legend tells how the Annunaki
raised a splendid city, in a passage that recalls the biblical tale of the
building of the Tower of Babel. Some tantalizing hints of Enochic
lore are preserved in the work of the second century BCE historian
called Pseudo-Eupolemus. He is the source for the assertion that
giants who had survived the Flood, Enoch's Nephilim, were responsible for building the Tower of Babel. That offers another close parallel to the Annunaki."
The fact of living in a Greek-dominated global culture determined
the particular stories and myths recounted in the Noah literature and
in r Enoch afterward. From ancient times, Israel's prophets had spoken chiefly to their own people, however much they tried to incorporate the stories of neighboring nations, such as the Assyrians and
Persians. Third-century writers were far more conscious of a universal dimension and the need to tell stories that applied to all humanity.
Tales of Abraham or Moses were specific to the Jewish people, but
by definition Noah was the ancestor of the whole of humankind. By
biblical accounting, everyone alive in zoo BCE was descended from
the survivors who had sailed in his Ark. Noah's story could thus be
presented to Egyptians, Greeks, Indians, or Babylonians as an origin story applicable to their own culture. Enoch, equally, dated from
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that pre-Flood era, before the granting of a covenant to a particular
race or people. Eupolemus helpfully tells his readers that Enoch was
identical with the Greek hero Atlas.' A bold universalism shaped
Jewish writings over the coming centuries, as writers so often turned
to pre-Flood mythologies.
THIS RETURN TO primeval antiquity was inextricably bound up with
the religious politics of the day. Although the exact alignments are
obscure, the Enochic writings stemmed from a tradition that was
deeply critical of many conventional Jewish assumptions and seems
to have favored universalism over ethnic particularism. Those writings show just how fluid were the boundaries of Jewish thought in
that era and illuminate the critical issues driving the formation of
sects and new religious movements. The literary heritage suggests
the diverse religious paths that might have been taken, depending on
how political events developed. It also supplies tantalizing evidence
as to which groups might actually have created the Enochic writings.
If i Enoch stood as an isolated literary monument, we might
attribute it to an idiosyncratic genius creating his own mythical universe. Yet, as we have seen, the book's ideas were commonplace
in the culture of the time. In fact, scholars have identified a whole
alternate strand of Enochic Judaism that can be traced from its
appearance in the century after 250 BCE and running at least up to the
fall of the Temple and into early Christianity. This was a current of
ideas, if not a fully defined movement or denomination, and it continued to produce other scriptures over a period of some centuries.
Distinguishing marks of this tradition included an emphasis on the
story of the Watchers and fallen angels as the source of sin and evil,
the focus on the End of Days and the final Judgment, and a general
interest in angelic lore and the afterlife. All those ideas are still found
in the book of 2 Enoch, which was composed two or three centuries after the major portions of its better-known predecessor. That
surely points to a continuing tradition."
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But if Enochic thought has common strands, it is no less marked
by some truly surprising omissions, which include the institution of
the Law, the Torah. A casual reader might conclude that i Enoch
derived from a religious system that venerated Enoch as its primary
prophet and inspiration rather than Moses. Nothing in the book
relates to circumcision, the Sabbath, or dietary laws. (The Law of
Moses is similarly absent from z Enoch.) Even the accounts of
Judgment and Last Things draw little distinction between the fates
of Jews and Gentiles or seem to recognize such categories. God's
appearance on Mount Sinai features in the book's opening section,
but that is in the context of the coming day of Judgment, rather than
the Mosaic Covenant. That Covenant is not foretold in the book's
apocalyptic sections, with their histories of Israel. Strictly speaking,
we might not expect such references to events and people from long
after Enoch's supposed time before the Flood. At his supposed time
of writing, after all, neither Covenant nor Torah existed, nor were
there even Jews or Gentiles. Yet it would have been an easy matter
to have the prophet make retroactive predictions of future events
and individuals, as was standard practice in pseudoscriptures of this
sort. It is almost as if the authors deliberately ignored the larger
trends in Hebrew religion over the previous three centuries, the
whole Deuteronomistic movement and its central emphasis on the
Sinai Covenant.36
Nor did i Enoch preach a high regard for the Temple. In the
Book of Dream Visions, when the Jews returned from the Babylonian exile, they "reared up that tower [the Temple] and they began
again to place a table before the tower, but all the bread on it was
polluted and not pure." Related to that was a profound dispute
with the Temple authorities over the correct calendar to be used in
determining the correct dates for religious feasts and events. The
author of Enoch favored the solar calendar, with a 364-day solar
year, a scheme also advocated in Jubilees and followed by the Qumran community. The Temple followed instead a lunar tradition. By
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definition, then, the Temple's sacrifices must always be off schedule
and, by their nature, improper and unworthy. Calendar-based debates
proved deeply divisive throughout the Second Temple period.'
These views about the official religion of the Temple fit with
other evidence about the factions and conflicts of the time. We have
already seen the emergence of a new religious world from the fifth
century onward in which the Temple was the subject of vigorous
controversy. Besides stressing the Temple and its cult, the established priestly elite adhered strongly to ideas of the Covenant and
Law. Alongside this school of thought, other rival critical attitudes
to the faith can be traced in the third and second centuries BCE. One
emphasized wisdom rather than the formal cult; from the Latin word
for "Wisdom," this is termed "Sapiential." The Enochic tradition
draws on this latter approach, but it stands much more sharply in
opposition to the mainstream and to the Temple. Other critics were
more rigorous in their attitudes to the Law, but still looked askance
at the existing Temple."
Some scholars have proposed the existence of a defined and
distinct school of Enochic Judaism quite at odds with the official
religion associated with the Temple elite, and, conceivably, this
movement even rejected the Law. But such a view would be going
beyond the evidence, and it is notoriously difficult to derive "sects
from texts." The absence of particular themes of Law and the Covenant does not mean that the work's authors or compilers thought
they were wrong or insignificant, and conceivably he, or they, simply
felt that ideas like circumcision were too obvious to be mentioned.
We might also relate the omissions to the book's universal aspirations and the desire to speak to a wider world instead of just to Jews,
whether in Palestine or the Diaspora. But even if that is so, it is in
marked contrast to many later writings, where such themes are so
clearly placed in the foreground. Even a book directed at Gentiles
might be expected to state more explicitly the special role of the
Jewish people and their covenants.'
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What we can legitimately say about the Enochic writings, therefore, is that they suggest an active critique of the Temple, but they
do not overtly attack or reject the Law as such. The attitude to the
Law is one of omission rather than commission, in other words.
That distinction is important in approaching the theories that have
been proposed to contextualize the writings and to associate them
with known historical movements.
SCHOLARS HAVE LONG recognized a linkage between the Enochian
literature and the distinctive ideas of the Essene sect and after them
of the Qumran settlement. The economical explanation is that the
Essenes (or a group very like them) produced the Enochic literature from the late third century onward, and the Dead Sea community, the yahad, then spun off from that Essene mainstream. Such
a lineage would explain why that library was so rich in Enochic
writings. Nor would it be surprising to find the Qumran believers fixated on such core Enochic themes as the End of Days, the
hierarchies of angels, and the solar calendar. The Qumran community also rejected the Temple and its worship, at least as it was
presently constituted. Essene origins are controversial, but some
scholars believe that the group actually originated in Mesopotamia
itself before migrating to Palestine. If that view is correct, and it
is a minority opinion, it would explain the strongly Mesopotamian
elements within Enoch.'
Before speaking of an "Enochic/Essene" continuity, though,
a serious objection must be resolved. Enochic writings seemingly
ignored the Law and Covenant, but in stark night-and-day contrast,
the Essenes had a rigid and expansive view of these matters, to the
point of executing anyone who blasphemed the name of Moses.
No less dedicated to the Law was the Qumran sect. Those believers preached a still more rigorous new covenant, grounded in the
seeming failure of Israel to fulfill its Mosaic obligations. The group's
writings had little use for Gentiles, who were dangerous outsiders
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threatening ritual purity. Universalism in any sense was absolutely
not on their agenda.41
Surely, we might think, a movement or sect could not really move
from rejecting Law and Covenant to making those ideas a core and
indispensable component of its belief system. Yet this paradox can
be resolved if we look at other texts that neglect to mention overtly
doctrines that they actually held quite fiercely. Specifically, we might
look at the book of Jubilees.
In many ways, Jubilees relates to the Enochic tradition and draws
on the book of Noah. At the same time, it is militantly legalistic,
stressing the significance of Law and Covenant just as flatly and conspicuously as i Enoch ignores them. So much of the work assumes a
rigorous and even rigid adherence to the Law, to the point of denying salvation to the uncircumcised. Circumcision was what separated
the "children of the covenant" from "the children of destruction,"
who were "destined to be destroyed and slain from the earth." Gentiles were damned without hope. The work thus deploys the Enochic
mythology, but it applies it to diametrically opposed ideological conclusions. At first, that seems like a glaring contradiction.42
Despite all its materials about Moses, Jubilees also has oddly little
to say about the Sinai Covenant. The author can do this not because
he undervalues the Law, but rather because he magnifies it so mightily and literally praises it to Heaven. In Jubilees God's choice of
Israel occurred at the Creation, on the first Sabbath on which God
rested. All subsequent accounts of covenants between God and
Israel proclaimed on earth just reasserted that primal event, which
was recorded on heavenly tablets. "This Law is for all the generations for ever . . . for it is an eternal ordinance, ordained and written
on the heavenly tablets." Jubilees also cites Moses as a primary conduit for heavenly authority. Hebrew was the language of Creation,
and all the feasts and ceremonies were decreed and warranted by
eternal tablets written in Heaven. Indeed, Adam was the first in the
successive line of priests. In Jubilees, then, the lack of attention to
events like the Sinai Covenant does not mean that the author did
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not believe them, but rather that he contextualized them in a much
vaster metahistorical reality—the Covenant predated Sinai.43
Whatever the intentions of the original Enochic writers, a similar
approach might explain why strong legalists found their approach so
congenial. Very probably, Enochic ideas were formulated in opposition to the Temple and its ideologies, or at least the Temple as
it was constituted at the time rather than its idealized state. Under
the extreme stress of the cultural and political crisis of the midsecond century, some groups brought those themes much closer to
the orthodoxy of Law and Covenant. Such an interpretation would
explain why those general themes came to be associated with the
stringent views of Covenant that we find in Jubilees. Groups like the
Qumran sect read Enoch enthusiastically for the themes in it that
they approved of and ignored the mysterious absences. They likely
resolved the problem by reading their own distinctive views into the
text.
Some kind of historical sequence must unite the three major
strands of Enoch—Essenes—Qumran, though the details are anything but clear.
SUCH A PROPOSED history is hypothetical, and at every stage it
involves logical leaps of varying degrees of probability. But we
can say confidently that the Enochic tradition did exist and that it
reflected enormous changes coming to prominence within Jewish
thought during the century or so after 25o BCE. Whether we are looking at religious themes as fundamental as the beginning of the world
and its end, the nature of heaven and hell, or the understanding of
good and evil, all these ideas first found clear expression in the Enochian writings. Soon they would become mainstream and commonplace. That transformation was made possible by the collapse of the
old political order amid the furor of nationalist religious revolution.

